Exploring binding properties of naringenin with bovine β-lactoglobulin: a fluorescence, molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation study.
In the present study, the binding properties of naringenin (NG) to β-lactoglobulin (BLG) were explored using spectrofluorimetric and molecular modeling techniques. Analysis of spectrofluorimetric titration data represented the formation of 1:1 complex, significant binding affinity, negative values of entropy and enthalpy changes and the essential role of hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions in binding of NG to BLG. The value of determined Förster's distance represents the static mechanism for quenching of BLG by NG. The results of fluorescence competitive binding experiments characterize the location of NG binding site in the outer surface of BLG. Molecular docking study showed that NG binds in the outer surface site of BLG which is accompanied with three hydrogen bonds. The support of molecular docking results by biochemical fluorescence experiments confirms the validity of docking calculation. Analysis of molecular dynamics results indicated that NG can interact with BLG without affecting the secondary structure of protein.